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The Mighty Winch Assist Device

ATOM 250 wheelchair winch - an extremely compact yet powerful device, developed
to assist with the loading (and un-loading) of a wheelchair passenger, safely and
smoothly into an adapted vehicle.
With whisper quiet operation, ATOM provides 250kg of pulling power, making the
loading process substantially less strenuous for the carer, whilst also maintaining
passenger comfort.
Supplied with two wireless remotes - one small enough to keep on your keyring. Once
you have tried a wireless remote, you’ll never want a restrictive cable wander-lead ever
again!
Quick and simple installation with no fussy under-carpet wiring. Fix the winch to the
vehicle floor, connect it to the battery and the winch is instantly ready for use.

ATOM 250

WINCH

SPECIFICATION
Maximum load: 250kg.
Assembled weight: 3.8kg / *Size: L 230 x W 140 x H 120mm
*How small is that! That’s about the size of a sheet of A5 paper.
Features & benefits:
‣ Anti-roll back feature.
‣ Over-load and obstruction safety sensor with emergency stop protection.
‣ Silent operation with gentle stop/start motion.
‣ Small and compact body with moulded cover encompassing all moving parts to
prevent damage or injury.
‣ Quick and simple installation with trouble-free wiring to base vehicle. Just a 12 volt
supply connected to the detachable plug. Hand brake interlocking instructions are
provided.
‣ Base plate with quick-release mechanism to effortlessly fit & remove the winch from
the vehicle, without the need for any tools. This feature gives you the option of
allowing the winch to pivot in line with the wheelchair, preventing any issues with
webbing ride-up.
‣ Supplied with 2 ergonomic, easy-to-use wireless remote controls. One so small
you can attach it to your car keys and carry in your pocket.
‣ Safe and simple wheelchair attachments supplied as standard, with either tongue
and buckle or karabiner option.
‣ Robust and dependable, cycle tested for long-life durability.
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Pre-built winch and moulded cover.
V harness or optional T bar attachment.
6 Metre length webbing. (Upto 10 metre option available)
2 x wireless remote controls.
User manual.
Designed & manufactured
in the United Kingdom
Universal, quick-release fixing plate.
One year return to base warranty.

